
The CRB or Counter Rotating Brush unit is the epitome of 
scrubbing machines. Built out of Stainless Steel, the Counter 
Rotating Brush machines (CRB) are water proof and designed to 
not only clean carpets, but also hard surfaces. They can pick up 99 
percent of the water and debris on a hard floor.
The CRB can clean all types of hard surfaces such as Tile and 
Grout, Stoneware, Cement, Natural Stone, PVC, Profiled floors, 
Rubber floors and Mats, and Non-Slip Floors.
As well as cleaning carpets a number of different ways such as 
encapsulation clean, Dry Compound Clean, Pre Vacuum, Post 
Vacuum, Pre Scrub, Pile lift, and groom carpets.
They are one of the fastest and easiest ways to clean and scrub 
commercial and residential flooring systems.
Stainless Steel body, compact construction, very low noise, easy to 
use make and versatile, make these a must have for any cleaning 
business. Coupled with Renovator Technology, there is no 
better way to deep clean a carpet. These machines are ideal 
for scrubbing encapsulation cleaners, removal of dry 
compound cleaners, as well as agitation of chemicals prior to 
hot water extraction. They will pull dirt, hair and other 
residue out of the carpet that even the best vacuums would 
have no chance of removing. They will also double as a pile 
lifter and carpet groomer, leaving a signature look your 
customers will love.
CRB machines deliver amazing results on both residential 
and commercial carpet and with it’s dual counter rotating 
cylindrical brushes, it will agitate the carpet fibers and break 
up tough soils like no other machine on the market.

CRB 35 – Counter Rotating Brush Machine
Features:
•Made in Austria
•Extremely Low Maintenance
•Lab Certified Splash Resistant IP54 Specifications
•Stainless Steel Body
•Legendary Durability
•Minimal Training Required
•User Serviceable
•Low Noise Level
•Original Renovator Catch Tray Concept

Specifications:
•Brush Cleaning Width: 35cm
•Weight: 15kg’s
•Amps: 4
•Brush Rotation: 393rpm

Included:
•Standard Blue Brushes
•Renovators
•Travel Plate
•Wheel Kit


